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89600 VSA Software
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Technical Overview

–– See through the complexity of pre-5G with a comprehensive set of tools for demodulation
and vector signal analysis
–– Analyze the multiple, pre-configured uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) subframe configurations
and derive signal quality parameters: error vector magnitude (EVM) across each subframe,
EVM across full result length, constellations, and IQ error plots
–– Report the IQ demodulation traces like EVM vs. subcarriers and EVM vs. symbols for further
troubleshooting
–– Turn great ideas into validated products faster, by integrating 89600 VSA into the Keysight
EDA SystemVue Electronic System-Level (ESL) design software
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Verizon 5G Physical Layer Overview
Verizon Wireless, in cooperation with ecosystem partners, published a 5G radio specification (http://www.5gtf.org/) targeting fixed wireless access at 28/39 GHz, with initial
trials and deployments at 28 GHz. The air interface closely relates to the 3GPP Release
13 LTE specification, with several changes. Table 1 provides a physical layer (PHY)
comparison between LTE and Verizon 5G.
The Verizon 5G PHY is based on the OFDMA multiple access scheme in the DL and UL,
with a dynamic TDD mode of operation whereby UL and DL resources are allocated
based on immediate traffic needs.
The motivation for moving to millimeter wave (mmWave) is the availability of large blocks
of contiguous bandwidth. As such, a single component carrier bandwidth of 100 MHz is
supported and up to 8 component carriers can be aggregated to create instantaneous
bandwidth of up to 800 MHz.

Table 1. Comparison of key LTE and Verizon 5G air interface parameters

Key Air Interface Parameter

LTE (Rel.8- Rel.14)

Verizon 5G

Frequency band

Sub-6 GHz

28 GHz

Multiplexing

FDD/TDD

Dynamic TDD

Radio frame

10 ms

10 ms

Subframe length

1 ms

0.2 ms

Subframes in a frame

10

50

OFDM Symbols in a subframe

14 (7 per slot)

14 (7 per slot)

FFT Size

2048
1200 available subcarriers

2048
1200 available subcarriers

Subcarrier spacing

15 kHz

75 kHz

Sampling frequency

30.72 Msps

153.6 Msps

DL Signal

OFDMA

OFDMA

UL Signal

SC-FDMA

OFDMA

Modulation

Up to 256QAM

Up to 64QAM

Carrier bandwidth

1.4, 3, 5, 10 15, 20 MHz

100 MHz

Maximum resource blocks (RBs)

6, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100

100

Carrier aggregation

5 (Rel.10) / 32 (Rel.12)

8

DL/UL Data channel coding

Turbo

LDPC (Turbo optional)
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Frame structure
The Verizon 5G radio frame is 10 ms long and consists of fifty 0.2 ms long subframes
(Figure 1). Each subframe contains two slots, each consisting of 7 OFDM symbols in the
time domain and 100 physical resource blocks (PRBs) in the frequency domain. Each
PRB consists of 12 subcarriers with a spacing of 75 kHz. UL or DL transmission can be
dynamically switched on a subframe basis, except for control subframes, which are used
for synchronization, cell and beam search, and random access.

Figure 1. Example of frame structure. Subframes 0 and 25 are control subframes containing Sync, Beam
Reference Signals (BRS) and Physical Broadcast Channel (xPBCH).

Non-control subframes can be configured as one of following combinations of DL
control/data and UL control/data:
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Physical channels and signals
Given the propagation loss at high frequencies, beamforming becomes necessary to
handle the challenging link budget. Verizon 5G uses beamforming for all PHY channels
and signals. Table 2 shows the PHY channels and signals for the Verizon 5G air interface.
Table 2. List of DL and UL physical signals and channels with modulation scheme

Physical Signal
and Channel

Description

DL UL Modulation Scheme/Sequence
Type

Physical synchronization signals
PSS

Primary synchronization signal

●

Zadoff Chu sequence

SSS

Secondary synchronization
signal

●

BPSK modulated, two length-31
binary sequences

ESS

Extended synchronization signal

●

Zadoff Chu sequence

Physical reference signals
DM-RS (for data)

UE-specific (demodulation)
reference signal associated with
transmission of xPDSCH (DL)
and xPUSCH (UL)

DM-RS (for control) UE-specific (demodulation)
reference signal associated with
transmission of xPDCCH (DL)
and xPUCCH (UL)
DM-RS (for ePBCH) Demodulation reference signal
for ePBCH
PCRS

Phase noise compensation
reference signal, associated
with transmission of xPDSCH
(DL) and xPUSCH (UL)

CSI-RS

Channel state information
reference signal

BRS

Beam measurement reference
signal

BRRS

Beam refinement reference
signal

SRS

Sounding reference signal, not
associated with transmission of
xPUSCH or xPUCCH

●

●

●

●

QPSK modulated pseudo random
sequence

QPSK modulated pseudo random
sequence

●

●

QPSK modulated pseudo random
sequence

●

QPSK modulated pseudo random
sequence

QPSK modulated pseudo random
sequence

●

QPSK modulated pseudo random
sequence

●

QPSK modulated pseudo random
sequence

●

●

Zadoff Chu Sequence

Physical channels
xPBCH

Physical broadcast channel

ePBCH

Extended physical broadcast
channel

●

QPSK

●

QPSK

xPDCCH

Physical downlink control
channel

●

QPSK

xPDSCH

Physical downlink shared
channel

●

QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM

xPUCCH

Physical uplink control channel

●

QPSK

xPUSCH

Physical uplink shared channel

●

QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM

xPRACH

Physical random access
channel

●

Zadoff Chu Sequence for
preamble
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Pre-5G Modulation Analysis
The 89600 VSA software option BHN provides comprehensive analysis capabilities in the
frequency, time, and modulation domains for pre-5G signals based on the Verizon 5G
open trial specification (http://5gtf.org/).
By exporting setup files from Keysight signal creation software or manually-configured
signal parameters, the software can detect and demodulate an input signal to quickly
and easily run modulation quality measurements when characterizing a pre-5G signal
under test.
The software provides frequency-, time-, and modulation-domain analysis results in
a single measurement. By configuring result traces of spectrum, acquisition time, and
pre-5G specific modulation quality traces and tables, system engineers can identify
overall signal characteristics and troubleshoot intermittent error peaks or repeated
synchronization failures.

Download your
next insight
Keysight software is downloadable
expertise. From first simulation
through first customer shipment,
we deliver the tools your team
needs to accelerate from data to
information to actionable insight.
–– Electronic design automation
(EDA) software
–– Application software
–– Programming environments
–– Productivity software

For automated testing, .NET API and SCPI remote interfaces are available to accelerate
system design, which enables quick transition to the design verification and manufacturing phase.
The Verizon 5G standard is among over 75 signal standards and modulation types
supported by the 89600 VSA software. The software is a comprehensive set of tools
for demodulation and vector signal analysis. These tools enable you to explore virtually
every facet of a signal and optimize even the most advanced designs. As you assess your
design tradeoffs, the 89600 VSA helps you cut through the complexity.

Learn more at
www.keysight.com/find/software
Start with a 30-day free trial.
www.keysight.com/find/89600_trial
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Analysis and Troubleshooting
Analyze all subframe configurations: control, DL control/data and
UL control/data
Option BHN supports modulation analysis measurements according to the Verizon 5G
specification (Figure 2). Supported features include:
1. Pre-defined DL and UL subframe configurations.
–– Control subframe configuration
–– 4 DL subframe configurations
–– 5 UL subframe configurations
–– ePBCH subframe configuration
2. UL and DL channels and signals with corresponding modulation formats and individual
power boosting.
–– Synchronization signals: PSS, SSS, ESS
–– UL reference signals: DM-RS (for xPUCCH and xPUSCH), PCRS for xPUSCH
–– UL physical channels: xPUCCH, xPUSCH
–– DL reference signals: BRS, DM-RS (for xPDCCH, xPDSCH, ePBCH), PCRS for
xPDSCH
–– DL physical channels: xPBCH, ePBCH, xPDCCH, xPDSCH
3. Multiple transmission modes—single antenna, transmit diversity, and spatial
multiplexing—to demodulate single-port MIMO signals where the signals from two
layers are not mixed.

Figure 2. With the 89600 VSA, option BHN, you can analyze multiple pre-configured UL and DL subframe
configurations and derive signal quality parameters for all channels and signals.
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Easy setup with complete parameter control
Use one of the preconfigured subframe configurations to easily configure your VSA, while
still being able to adjust a wide range of signal parameters for troubleshooting. If you use
Signal Studio for Pre-5G (N7630C), you can export 89601B .setx file for an even easier
configuration.
Dynamic Help allows you to access help text, and learn about the pre-5G format and
presets available for option BHN. Detaching the Dynamic Help window and moving it
to the side of the screen, as shown in Figure 3, enables easier viewing as it follows your
menu choices. You can even lock it to stay fixed on important Help data topics.

Figure 3. Setup with option BHN is easy using pre-configured pre-5G subframe configurations to demodulate
test signals. Dynamic Help provides useful information to explain the demodulated properties and other
important pre-5G and 89600 VSA software operations.
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Evaluate modulation quality on a subframe basis
With option BHN, you can make EVM measurements across one subframe at a time.
Given the dynamic TDD nature of the Verizon 5G specification, UL and DL transmission
can change on a subframe basis. The VSA software allows you to configure both UL
and DL signals in advance, for ease of switching between UL and DL subframes. All
measurements, apart from “All Subframes” is performed over a measurement interval of
a subframe. The “All Subframe” trace, pictured in trace E of Figure 4, shows EVM across
the full result length, which can span across the full frame, 50 subframes, or beyond.
Performing measurements over a subframe also speeds up the measurement.

Figure 4. All pre-5G measurements, with the exception of “All Subframes” (trace E), have a measurement interval
of 1 subframe (14 symbols).
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In-depth analysis and troubleshooting
Color-coded traces and tables provide more insight than using EVM metrics alone.
Coupled markers allow you to easily track errors on subcarriers and symbols across
multiple views. You can configure result tables, like error summary and physical channel
info, IQ constellation and error traces of EVM versus spectrum (in subcarriers), and EVM
versus time (in symbols). If EVM gets worse in a specific subcarrier and symbol location,
you can zoom in to determine the error position, pinpoint any system design issues, and/
or add coupled markers for troubleshooting. Statistical analysis tools such as CCDF can
help you determine component specifications.
Beamforming is necessary for Verizon 5G to handle the challenging link budget in
mmWave frequencies. Option BHN’s “BRS Survey” trace, trace F of Figure 5, shows the
relative power, or phase, of the different beams transmitting into the BRS region.

Figure 5. Shown here is a typical troubleshooting example of a pre-5G DL subframe containing 64-QAM data
modulation. Measurements are color-coded based on channel type and you can use as many traces and
markers as you need to gain exceptional clarity in viewing your signal. Coupled markers are useful for tracking
symbol-by-symbol error in multiple traces.
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Simplify VSA’s setup to correctly demodulate your pre-5G signal
created using Keysight signal creation software
Keysight N7630C Signal Studio for Pre-5G software allows you to export 89601B VSA
setup file (Figure 6). This simplifies the VSA configuration so you can eliminate user error
and quickly demodulate signals.

Figure 6. The N7630C Signal Studio for Pre-5G exports a VSA demodulation setup based on the signal
configuration.
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Demodulate multiple component carriers and view results side-byside using the multi-measurement capability built into the standard
89600 VSA software
The 89600 VSA pre-5G option demodulates one component carrier. Multiple pre-5G
component carriers can be measured and the results viewed side-by-side using the
pre-5G option, along with the multi-measurement capability built into the 89600 VSA
software (Figure 7). You can choose to demodulate all component carriers simultaneously using a wideband digitizer that’s wide enough to acquire all component carriers at
once, or demodulate each component carrier sequentially using a digitizer wide enough
to capture each component carrier. The side-by-side presentation of results for each
component carrier reveals interactions that may not be visible otherwise.

Figure 7. VSA’s multi-measurement capability shows simultaneous demodulation and side-by-side presentation
of measurement results for 8 component carriers.
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Faster validation with design and test integration
When transitioning from design to test, you can avoid surprises by taking advantage of
the tight linkage between Keysight EDA SystemVue ESL software and 89600 VSA software. SystemVue ESL software can be used with the W1906E SystemVue 5G baseband
verification library to simulate Verizon 5G signals, while the 89600 VSA software can be
used to analyze and display pre-5G simulated signals (Figure 8).
In this configuration, you don’t necessarily have to connect to hardware. Instead, you
can use the receiver in simulation to verify and troubleshoot your pre-5G design with the
graphical user interface (GUI) provided by the 89600 VSA software. This capability gives
you the same interface, measurement and demodulation algorithms for both design and
test, which enables faster troubleshooting of issues during the design and proto¬type
phases. You can also use the VSA to record a waveform at virtually any point in your
design, play it back in hardware, or use it as a reference versus a real measurement on
your device under test.
Since you’re using the same measurement algorithms and displays used by the test
equipment, you can be assured that any differences measured on prototypes are not
due to differences between measurement hardware and simulation tools. Moreover,
using the same GUI in simulation and test eliminates the learning curve for any new tools
introduced as the design transitions through its development lifecycle.

Figure 8. The SystemVue 5G baseband verification library is used to simulate Verizon 5G signal and the 89600
VSA software is used to demodulate and display the simulated signal.
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Software Features
Core supported features
Feature

Description

Standard

Verizon 5G open trial specifications http://5gtf.org/

Subframe configuration
Control, Uplink and Downlink Subframe
configurations

Control [Sync, xPBCH]
Downlink 1 [Dc, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd/C.RS, Dd/C.RS]
Downlink 2 [Dc, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, GP, Uc/SRS]
Downlink 3 [Dc, Dc, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd/C.RS, Dd/C.RS]
Downlink 4 [Dc, Dc, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, Dd, GP, Uc/SRS]
Uplink 1 [Dc, GP, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud]
Uplink 2 [Dc, GP, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Uc/SRS]
Uplink 3 [Dc, GP, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, C.RS]
Uplink 4 [Dc, GP, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, SRS, C.RS]
Uplink 5 [Dc, GP, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, Ud, SRS, Uc]
ePBCH [ePBCH]

Signals and channels
Synchronization signals

PSS, SSS, ESS

Uplink reference signals

DM-RS (for xPUCCH and xPUSCH), PCRS for xPUSCH

Uplink physical channels

xPUCCH, xPUSCH (one user)

Downlink reference signals

BRS, DM-RS (for xPDCCH, xPDSCH, ePBCH), PCRS for xPDSCH

Downlink physical channels

xPBCH, ePBCH, xPDCCH, xPDSCH (one user)

Measurement parameters
Number of component carriers

A single component carrier can be demodulated.
Note: VSA multi-measurement can be used to analyze multiple component carriers and show trace data
results of all component carriers together “side-by-side” in a combined output

Demodulation configuration

Manual settings required for demodulation.
Note: 89600 VSA setup file (.setx) can be exported from N7630C Signal Studio for Pre-5G

Analysis start boundary

Specifies the alignment boundary of the result length time data: frame, half-frame, subframe

Signal radio frame offset

Specifies the subframe offset into a radio frame

Signal radio frame interval

Specifies the number of subframes in a radio frame

Result length

Determines how many subframes will be available for demodulation.
Note: Using result length ≥ 50 subframes allows users to analyze more than a frame worth of data.
When using “All Subframes” trace, the measurement is done across the result length

Subframe offset

Specifies which subframe, within the result length, is analyzed and displayed.
Note: The measurement interval is always limited to one subframe except for “All Subframes” trace
where the measurement interval is the same as the result length

Equalizer and tracking
Source

Specifies the equalizer training source to be RS or RS + Data

Time basis

Specifies the equalizer training span to be a subframe or result length

Tracking

Specifies the pilot tracking in amplitude, frequency & phase, timing

Multicarrier filter
Multi-carrier filter

Enables FIR filter that is applied to the measured signal before synchronization and demodulation. User
sets the passband BW, transition BW, passband ripple and stopband attenuation
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Supported measurements
Measurement

Description

All subframes

EVM across the full result length, which can span across the full frame, 50 subframes, or beyond. This
measurement is not ON by default due to measurement speed degradation caused by large result
length. It must be turned on under the “Advanced” tab

BRS survey

Relative power, or phase, of the different beams transmitting into the BRS region

CCDF

Displays the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) for the input signal

CDF

Cumulative density function for the data in the measurement interval

Channel frequency response

Frequency response of the adaptive equalizer

Correction

Correction curve used to correct for the frequency response of the input hardware and input digital
filtering

Equalizer impulse response

Impulse response of the adaptive equalizer

Error vector spectrum

Shows the difference between the measured values and the reference values for each subcarrier in the
measured subframe

Error vector time

Shows the difference between the measured symbols and the reference symbols for each symbol in the
measured subframe

Instantaneous channel frequency response

Non-averaged channel frequency response trace

Instantaneous spectrum

Spectrum computed before data is averaged

IQ measured

Measured IQ symbol values of the subcarriers, with one complex value for each subcarrier for each
symbol time

IQ reference

Reference IQ symbol values of the subcarriers, with one complex value for each subcarrier for each
symbol-time in the burst

PDF

Probability density function (PDF) of the signal

Physical channels info

Table providing EVM, power and total number of REs (resource elements) for each demodulated channel
and signal, as well as unassigned or null subcarriers within the measured subframe. Note: Sync includes
PSS, SSS, ESS subcarriers; RS includes all reference signal subcarriers, including those belonging
to physical channel(s) present in the measured subframe; Data includes all the non-sync, non-RS
subcarriers within the measured subframe. The specific physical channel metrics such as xPDSCH or
xPUSCH include the Data and RS subcarriers belonging to the particular channel. EVM and power for
“All” channels/signals within the measured subframe, excluding null subcarriers, is also reported.

Raw main time

Raw time data read from the input hardware or playback file for the selected channel, prior to correction
or resampling

RMS error vector spectrum

Shows the Root Mean Square (RMS) average EVM for each subcarrier within the measured subframe

RMS error vector time

Shows the Root Mean Square (RMS) average EVM for each symbol within the measured subframe

Search time

Time record data after resampling and time adjustment, used to search for the pulse (or burst)

Spectrum

Frequency spectrum of the pre-demodulated Time trace data

Summary

Table providing signal quality metrics of the demodulated subframe: EVM, EVM peak, data EVM, RS
EVM, sync EVM, frequency error, symbol clock error, IQ offset, IQ quadrature error, IQ gain imbalance,
time offset, sync correlation, sync source

Time

Time data of the subframe that is to be demodulated
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Ordering Information
Software licensing and configuration
89600 VSA software offers flexible licensing options, including:
–– Transportable: Highly flexible. License rights may be moved from one computer/
instrument to another by the end-user.
–– USB portable: Less flexible. License rights can be moved from one computer/
instrument to another by the end-user only with certified USB dongle purchased
separately. (Contact Keysight representative for more details.)
–– Floating (network): Maximum flexibility. Server-based pool of licenses can be used
by a set number of concurrent users.
The table below lists transportable licenses only; floating (network) and USB portable
license types and perpetual and 1-year time-based terms are also available. For
detailed licensing information and pricing, please refer to the 89600 VSA webpage,
www.keysight.com/find/89600vsa, and click “Options”.

Model-Option

Description

89601B-BHN
89601B-BHN-1TY

Pre-5G Modulation Analysis, transportable perpetual license
Pre-5G Modulation Analysis, transportable 1-year time-based license

Hardware configuration
The 89600 VSA software supports more than 45 Keysight hardware platforms including
signal analyzers, one-box-testers, and oscilloscopes. For a complete list of currently
supported hardware, please visit: www.keysight.com/find/89600_hardware

Keep your 89600 VSA software up-to-date
With rapidly evolving standards and continuous advancements in signal analysis, the
89601BU/BNU software update and subscription service offers you the advantage of
immediate access to the latest features and enhancements available for the 89600
VSA software.
www.keysight.com/find/89600VSA

Upgrade
All 89600 VSA options can be added after your initial purchase and are license-key
enabled. For more information please refer to
www.keysight.com/find/89600_upgrades
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Additional Resources
Literature
89600 VSA Software, Brochure, literature number 5990-6553EN
89600 VSA Software, Configuration Guide, literature number 5990-6386EN
89600 VSA Software Opt 200 Basic VSA and Opt 300 Hardware Connectivity,
Technical Overview, literature number 5990-6405EN

Web
www.keysight.com/find/89600_5g
www.keysight.com/find/89600VSA
www.keysight.com/find/5G
www.keysight.com/find/pre5G
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Evolving Since 1939
Our unique combination of hardware, software, services, and people can help you
reach your next breakthrough. We are unlocking the future of technology.
From Hewlett-Packard to Agilent to Keysight.

myKeysight
www.keysight.com/find/mykeysight
A personalized view into the information most relevant to you.
www.keysight.com/find/emt_product_registration
Register your products to get up-to-date product information and
find warranty information.
Keysight Services
www.keysight.com/find/service
Keysight Services can help from acquisition to renewal across your
instrument’s lifecycle. Our comprehensive service offerings—onestop calibration, repair, asset management, technology refresh,
consulting, training and more—helps you improve product quality
and lower costs.
Keysight Assurance Plans
www.keysight.com/find/AssurancePlans
Up to ten years of protection and no budgetary surprises to ensure
your instruments are operating to specification, so you can rely on
accurate measurements.
Keysight Channel Partners
www.keysight.com/find/channelpartners
Get the best of both worlds: Keysight’s measurement expertise and
product breadth, combined with channel partner convenience.

For more information on Keysight
Technologies’ products, applications or
services, please contact your local Keysight
office. The complete list is available at:
www.keysight.com/find/contactus
Americas
Canada
Brazil
Mexico
United States
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Taiwan
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1 800 888 848
1 800 375 8100
0800 047 866
(65) 6375 8100

Europe & Middle East
Austria
Belgium
Finland
France
Germany
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

United Kingdom

0800 001122
0800 58580
0800 523252
0805 980333
0800 6270999
1800 832700
1 809 343051
800 599100
+32 800 58580
0800 0233200
8800 5009286
800 000154
0200 882255
0800 805353
Opt. 1 (DE)
Opt. 2 (FR)
Opt. 3 (IT)
0800 0260637

For other unlisted countries:
www.keysight.com/find/contactus
(BP-9-7-17)
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